James H. Oliver, Jr.'s Policy Forum "Crisis in biosystematics of arthropods" (20 May, p. 967) would have the scientific community do the right deed for the wrong reason. Systematics is not simply the identification of specimens, it is the reconstruction of evolutionary history; and it should be supported not just because it has practical applications (which it does) but because it is a fundamental scientific discipline.
Systematics is important because all living things are the product of history, and we can understand little about the diversity of organisms without knowledge of their historythe phylogenetic knowledge provided by systematics (1) . One might just as well try to understand the current political conflicts in Central America or the Middle East without understanding the history of the people of those areas.
Oliver correctly deplores the placement of major systematics collections in "maintenance storage," and we further deplore the disposal of other collections (2) and the retreat of university biology departments into nonevolutionary disciplines. Many of the biological "laws" that such disciplines discover may be bounded by clade and place, and only systematic research-research on evolutionary history-can discover those bounds.
Other recent calls for the support of systematics (3) have also emphasized its practical and cataloging aspects. We agree strongly that systematics is insufficiently supported, but we fear that these arguments based exclusively on "usefulness" will backfire in the long run. Systematics will not attract the brightest students-the true innovators of theory and practice-if it is portrayed as an identification service. Systematics must command attention because of the intellectual challenge it represents, in and of itself, as the study of evolutionary history.
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